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Virtual Site Visits, Reporting, and 
Payment Certification Duties 
In these unprecedented times, architects and engineers are being asked to 
conduct some of their professional services in a virtual fashion. This can be 
troublesome, particularly as it relates to site visits and payment certification 
duties—both of which rely on the A/E’s observation of the site and 
representations of the project’s progress. 

When you review the language in an industry-standard payment certification 
(AIA G702™-1992), you’ll see that the “certification” of project progress is 
based upon the A/E’s knowledge, information, and belief based on on-site 
observations. However, if you aren’t allowed on the jobsite or your personnel 
cannot travel to the construction site, how can you fulfill your contractual 
duties for construction phase site observation and payment certification?   

Alternative Means of Performing 
Construction Phase Services 
There is an option you can consider—with clearly written disclosures and 
disclaimers. 

Many design firms are determining if they can effectively perform “virtual” site 
observations using live video technology, such as Zoom or FaceTime, to capture 
images of construction progress. If you proceed in this fashion, we recommend 
that the A/E direct the person on the jobsite (presumably, the contractor or 
owner’s facilities staff) to show the A/E the specific areas of the construction 

they need to observe in order to 
prepare field reports or payment certifications. Simply receiving photos or 
videos from the contractor without direction from the A/E is not sufficient, in 
our view. 

Schedule a live video tour with a contractor or owner’s representative at the 
site. Direct that individual to show you specific areas of construction, 
components and systems necessary for you to properly represent your 
knowledge of construction progress that you can document in a field report or 
payment certification. Transmit your reports with the disclosures and disclaimers 
shown on the following page. 

Special Notice: 

The current coronavirus pandemic is 
and will undoubtedly continue to 
impact the design and construction 
industry. Berkley DP is committed to 
providing well-sourced risk 
management advice that is useful to 
you and your firm during this 
unprecedented time. We understand 
that each firm—and each project—
is unique and may face different 
issues; therefore, a “one size fits all” 
approach isn’t practical.  

Berkley DP will strive to provide 
relevant content that assists you in 
mitigating your risk through this 
event. However, it is critical that you 
understand we are offering advice 
and recommendations to your firm 
and ask that you consult with your 
own legal counsel before 
implementing any actions suggested 
in our risk management material. 

Simply receiving 
photos or videos from 
the contractor 
without direction 
from the A/E is not 
sufficient 

https://www.aiacontracts.org/contract-documents/19661-application-and-certificate-for-payment
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Suggested Disclosures and Disclaimers 
If you choose to use a “virtual” site visit, adapt the following disclaimers to meet your specific project needs and 
restrictions in your location. 

Field Report: 
Add the following language to your email transmittal and 
to the field report, itself: 

Due to 2020 COVID-19 “stay home” protocols and 
other directives mandated by Authorities Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ) and/or Owner restrictions, our 
personnel are unable to access the construction site. 
As a result of these restrictions, the observations 
contained in this report are based solely on 
alternative means of observing construction 
progress, including information provided by third 
parties as follows: [define the technology and 
process used] and not on direct in-person field 
observation of the Work by the author. The content 
of this report is subject to further observation and 
evaluation. 

Payment Certification 
Amend the standard Certificate of Payment statement 
with the following disclaimer: 

Due to site access restrictions mandated by 
Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) and/or Owner 
restrictions due to 2020 COVID-19 “stay home” 
protocols, the Architect’s Certificate of Payment is 
based upon alternative means of observing 
construction progress, including information 
provided by third parties as follows: [define the 
technology and process used]. This certification is 
not based on direct in-person observation of the 
Work. Due to these limited observations, 
construction progress is subject to further 
observation and evaluation. 

During the pandemic, we recommend that you communicate thoroughly with your clients and document the status of 
your progress in all phases of your services for each project. Fulfilling your contractual obligations is of critical importance, 
along with the need to establish an understanding with your clients for revisions to project schedule commitments due to 
circumstances beyond your control.  

For more information and a sample letter template, please refer to our article: Mitigating Claims from COVID-19 Affected 
Services. For additional perspective on CA phase services, please see the Severson & Werson Article: Strategic Solutions 
for Construction Site Visits: An A/E Guide. 

Additional Resources 
The hyperlinks to external resources provided in this article are provided solely for your convenience and do not imply 
Berkley Design Professional's approval or endorsement of such sites or the content therein; nor do they imply any 
endorsement of Berkley DP by the organizations or sites. 

AIA Article: Architect standard of care relative to site visits during the COVID-19 pandemic 

Sample Policy referenced in the above AIA article: COVID-19 Sample Site Visit Policies 

https://www.aia.org/articles/6282722-architect-standard-of-care-relative-to-sit
http://content.aia.org/sites/default/files/2020-04/Sample_CA_policies_040220.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/a5207021a94c7741bf7129969/files/5d644d28-4c78-4d3d-97d8-59aab0de9639/S_W_Strategic_Steps_to_Site_Visits_2020_0430.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/a5207021a94c7741bf7129969/files/5d644d28-4c78-4d3d-97d8-59aab0de9639/S_W_Strategic_Steps_to_Site_Visits_2020_0430.pdf
https://www.berkleydp.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Berkley-DP_Mitigating-Claims-from-COVID-19-2020-06-25.pdf
https://www.berkleydp.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Berkley-DP_Mitigating-Claims-from-COVID-19-2020-06-25.pdf
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Berkley Design Professional (Berkley DP) was created in 2013, by a team of insurance professionals with a passion
for the design industry and deep roots in Architects and Engineers Professional Liability underwriting, risk management and 
claims management. The genesis of Berkley DP was the combination of our team’s commitment to bring fresh ideas to the 
products and services design professionals need together with the resources of W. R. Berkley Corporation. Berkley DP’s motto 
is: Better By Design®. By this we mean that our policyholders can become better businesses by leveraging our innovative risk 
management solutions, fair and experienced claims services and comprehensive architects and engineers professional liability 
coverage. 

BDP Risk® is Berkley DP’s state-of-the-art Learning Management System (LMS),
which provides 24/7 online access to relevant risk and practice management content, 
streamlined online learning, and education activity tracking and reporting. BDP Risk® 
won a coveted Brandon Hall Group bronze award for “Best Advance in Custom 
Content,” which recognizes self-paced, custom-designed online courses related to 
workplace learning. This award reflects Berkley DP’s ongoing successful efforts to help 
design professionals improve their practices, enhance business performance, earn risk 
management education premium credits, and mitigate professional liability claims. 

For more information, contact: 

Andrew D. Mendelson, FAIA 
Senior Vice President,  
Chief Risk Management Officer 
amendelson@berkleydp.com 

Diane P. Mika  
Vice President, 
Director of Risk Management Education 
dmika@berkleydp.com 

berkleydp.com | 855.534.7285 
Information provided by Berkley Design Professional is for general interest and risk management purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice nor 
confirmation of insurance coverage. As laws regarding the use and enforceability of the information contained herein will vary depending upon jurisdiction, the user of 
the information should consult with an attorney experienced in the laws and regulations of the appropriate jurisdiction for the full legal implications of the information.  

Practice management recommendations should be carefully reviewed and adapted for the particular project requirements, firm standards and protocols established by 
the design professional. 

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. Not all products and services are available in every 
jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued. 




